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ABSTRACT
One way in which the computer can be used in a teaching
situation is by making available to the instructor a computer
language which permits him to prepare course material accord-
ing to the precepts of programmed instruction. The computer
then administers the course to the student in the manner pre-
scribed by the instructor. This method is developed using
a typewriter as the computer input-output device. The potential
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It is generally accepted in the educational community that there
is now, and there will be in the future, an increasing shortage of
qualified instructors and educational facilities at all levels.
To alleviate these problems, attempts are being made to develop
more efficient educational processes. Amongst the physical aids to
instruction which have already been introduced are slides, movies,
books, models, mock-ups and closed-circuit and broadcast educational
television. More lately, programmed texts and computer assisted in-
struction have been added.
Programmed instruction is founded on the results of psychological
research into the human learning process. Basically, it is suggested
by this research that small segments of information should be pre-
sented, followed by questions which the student must successfully
answer before proceeding. Many textbooks such as Encyclopedia
Britannica's TEMA.C series have adopted this technique.
Some experimentation has been conducted using electronic digital
computers as the device to exploit the philosophy of programmed
instruction I 1,U,7> 10, 111 . The computer's speed permits consider-
able analysis of the student's responses so that he may be routed
through the course of instruction in the manner most suited to his
individual capabilities. The computer can be used at the same time
to tabulate and analyze the student's responses. This tabulation
can assist the instructor in evaluating the effectiveness of his
course and the abilities of individual students and groups of stu-
dents.

In the Interest of economy, the computer could be time- shared
between several students and/or Instructors and could also be used
for non- instructional tasks.
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the programming of a
computer for use as a teaching device and to analyze its potential.

2. Essential Characteristics of Programmed Instruction.
Programmed instruction as envisioned by psychologists differs from
conventional methods in that it programs the learning process through
which an individual must pass to acquire specific knowledge [l^l.
It does this by presenting discrete increments of carefully ordered
information to the student and by requiring his comprehension of each
increment before continuing. It has the further advantage of pro-
viding the student with immediate feedback concerning the correctness
of each of his responses. This permits self pacing and tends to
produce a lower error rate.
To be of value, programmed instruction must either assist the
instructor in his normal task and/or replace some of his efforts by
a procedure which is at least as effective as his normal teaching
processes. Since face to face contact is not a characteristic of pro-
grammed instruction, some tools, such as personal observation, will
not be available to the instructor. On the other hand, some teaching
techniques can be implemented very effectively.
The important psychological principles behind the learning process
are [>] :
a. Participation. The more actively a student participates
in a learning experience, the more attentive and motivated he is, the
more he retains, and the more effective is the experience.




c. Immediacy of reinforcement. The more immediate the
acknowledgment, reward and/or correction, the more effective is the
learning.
d. Knowledge of results. Students learn best when they
know whether their response to a question is right or wrong.
e. Individual difference. The closer the learning situa-
tion matches each individual's needs, capacity, and capability, the
more effective is the learning.
Before computer programs (software) can be written, these prin-
ciples must be further catagorized in relation to the mechanics of
their application. The software must allow the author to present or
provide:
a. Reading assignments or textual material.
b. Questions.
c. Timely requests for student responses.
d. Anticipated correct or incorrect answers to be compared
with student responses.
e. Comments for anticipated and unanticipated student
responses.
f. Branching through basic and remedial course material in




The Control Data Corporation (CDC) model 160 computer was used
for this project. It is a small general purpose computer having
U096 12-bit words of core storage and a 6.k usee cycle time.
A CDC model I63 magnetic tape unit has been used for additional
storage. The United States Naval Postgraduate School installation has
available a CDC model l6l typewriter and a Data Display Corporation
model 65 display unit for use as man/machine interaction devices. The
typewriter was selected because of its relative ease of programming




Application of the Computer to Programmed Instruction.
In section 2, the tasks which the instructor wishes to have per-
formed by the programmed teaching device were listed. Shorthand
notations (pseudo operation codes) are now assigned to these tasks
so that the computer program can recognize the instructor' s in-
tentions (Table 1).
The author s course segments then become the arguments of the
pseudo operation codes. Briefly, the author might supply a reading
assignment (rd), then a question (qu), followed by anticipated
correct answers (ca and cb) and anticipated wrong answers (wa and
wb). Interspersed amongst the above may be comments the instructor
desires to deliver for anticipated and unanticipated student re-
sponses (ty and un). Labeling and branching information are also
supplied by the instructor to control the flow of course material to
the student. A simple example is shown in Figure 1.
Editing procedures are provided to permit the instructor to
revise his course as required.
The instructor is free to write his course in a manner commen-
surate with his imagination and ingenuity; however, because hardware
is an integral part of the system, certain rules of procedure and
format are necessary. The computer program has been written so that
these rules are few in number and as simple as possible. Detailed




PSEUDO OPERATION CODES FOR USE BY THE INSTRUCTOR
Op code Argument description
rd A reading assignment, textual material or
general comment,
qu A question to be presented to the student,
ca The best correct answer of a set of correct answers,
cb Secondary correct answers of the same set
.
wa The first wrong answer of a set of wrong answers,
wb Secondary wrong answers of the same set.
ty A comment to be presented if the student responded
with an argument of a ca, cb, cb set or a wa, wb,
wb set.
un A comment to be presented if the student response
does not match any of the supplied answers,




Read Section ^.1 of the course text Modern Algebra.
qu Solve the following equations for x:
x + y = 2







ty You have solved for y. Try again.
un Check your typing and try again.
br 1st help
1st help
qu To solve for x, it is necessary to reduce the two equa-
tions in two unknowns to one equation in x. The simplest way to per-
form this operation is by adding the two equations. Now, what is





un The correct answer is
+
x + y = 2




Figure 1. The use of pseudo operation codes by the instructor.
8

A separate mode of operation is provided for the student. In this
mode the computer administers the author s course to the student. The
sample course of Figure 1 could unfold in a different manner to different
students as indicated, for example, in Figures 2 and 3« The student
may also ask for help in which case the computer responds with the
correct answer (ca).
Student responses are recorded to permit grading and the analysis
of course effectiveness.
Operating instructions for the student are described in Appendix
III.
The course material may be entered into the system by a typist
or by the instructor himself. In the latter case, the instructor
can change his role from professor to student in order to check the




Read Section k.l of the course text Modern Algebra.
(Student signals completion of the reading assignment)
Solve the following equations for x:
x + y = 2





Figure 2. The result of student A' s enrollment in the sample
course of Figure 1.
first
SAMPLE COURSE
Read Section k.l of the course text Modern Algebra.
(Student signals completion of the reading assignment)
Solve the following equations for x:
x + y = 2
x - y = k
k
Check your typing and try again.
k
To solve for x, it is necessary to reduce the two equations in
two unknowns to one equation in x. The simplest way to perform
this operation is by adding the two equations. Now, what is the
value for x?
-1
The correct answer is x + y = 2









After the programming was completed, a small test course was
entered and several students were enrolled. It was then possible
to test the system for proper functioning. No attempt was made to






The Control Data model 160 computer used in this project proved
adequate for this application. However, because of the computer
program occupied two- thirds of memory, a slight problem developed in
the manipulation of course material (Appendix IV ). In addition, a
computer used in an actual teaching installation should have index-
ing and memory test instructions in its machine language repertoire
for more efficient operation.
It was clear from the beginning that magnetic tape is not a
satisfactory medium for intermediate storage. Its serial method of
recording required inefficient software techniques and could lead
to delays in operation. Both of these problems could be rectified
by the use of random access disk files or drums.
The typewriter is considered only moderately effective as an
interaction device. Average reading speeds greatly exceed the out-
put speed of any typewriter and the generation of the symbol notation
used in some fields can be difficult or even impossible. For example,
the manipulations required to type a definite integral ( / f(x) dx ),
especially from the standpoint of the student, reduce the effective-
ness of the man/machine communication.
A device considered more suitable for this application is a
cathode ray tube/keyboard combination such as the Data Display Cor-
poration model 65. Textual material could then be presented
essentially instantaneously and modification of the character set or
type format will generally be more feasible.
12

Industry is currently developing new devices such as the Rand
Tablet
JJ.3J
which will allow handwritten communication with the
computer. These devices would greatly increase the potential of
computer assisted instruction.
The pseudo operation codes, listed in Table 1, were sufficient
for the course tested; however, a need is recognized for the expan-
sion of the branching code. Situations are anticipated when the in-
structor may wish to make his branches depend upon the student's per-
formance, as might be measured by the number of help requests, the
number of attempts to answer a question or the time taken to respond.
The software could easily be expanded to include these facilities.
To fully exploit new ideas in teaching techniques, it might also
be desirable to provide means for the instructor to change the soft-
ware logic. This, however, would make it necessary for the instructor
to acquire a knowledge of computer programming.
There has been a suggestion that statistical decision theory could
be used to automatically adapt a course to a student s learning charac-
teristic |__8 J . This represents a rather revolutionary concept but
typifies the ideas that are expected to be germinated by the presence
of a computer in an educational environment.
Programmed instruction, especially when computer assisted, appears
to require a more precise approach to instruction than is the case in
conventional circumstances. In the classroom, a teacher can react to
each new situation as it arises, but here he must anticipate the student
reaction to course material. Of course, the instructor could just
13

observe the tabulation of student responses and revise his course as
required, but it may take some time to acquire a satisfactory sample
size. In the meantime, the earlier students would suffer. The new
thought patterns required are not considered to present an overwhelming
burden to an experienced instructor, but he must anticipate that the
preparation of course material will be very slow. This apparent dis-
advantage is balanced by the fact that the material, once prepared,
can be used repeatedly. Several publications are available to assist
the instructor in the preparation of programmed instruction
[9, 10, 12, 14].
There is, currently, one other aspect of computer assisted in-
struction which may cause difficulty. When questions require lengthy
answers, there are usually many different, but correct, ways in which
the answer can be expressed. The computer program would have no
difficulty in checking the answers, but the instructor would be hard
pressed to supply all possible correct answers. These remarks also
apply to plurals, contractions, punctuation, etc. For this reason
computer assisted instruction is likely to be more easily applied in
the fields of the exact sciences.
At this point, it might be well to point out that the software
has been developed with the prerequisite that communication with the
computer should be as effortless as possible or, in other words, that
the instructor should be isolated from computer programming. To
realize this goal a rather complex system program is necessary and
it is estimated that a complete system would require in the order of
one man year to develop.
Ik

Not yet mentioned is the question of cost. Although several organ-
izations have been experimenting with computer assisted instruction, no
industrial firm has yet reached a stage of development that would
permit cost analysis. At the moment, it is not even clear if it would
be more economical for a computer assisted instruction system to be
set up with its own small computer or whether it should share part of
the operating time of a large computer system. Other important factors
include: the potential for reducing the class contact time of the in-
structor, student usage, and the time required to write a course. The
high cost of computers would seem to indicate a high cost of operation;
however, it is suspected that a well designed system when optimized in
relation to modern hardware technology and the other factors mentioned
above could produce a very reasonable cost per student hour.
There has been some effort to compare the effectiveness of computer
assisted instruction with classroom instruction ^2,53* Although
this author feels that the sample size in many cases was too small to
be decidedly conclusive, these studies indicate a slight advantage to
computer assisted instruction. The system discussed in this paper was
not used in an actual teaching situation; however, feedback to the
student was found to be extremely fast so much so that, at times, it
was disconcerting. This by itself is not conclusive since the quality
of the feedback is still determined by the instructor; however, it
does indicate that computer time is available to incorporate other
desirable features as discussed earlier in this section.
Computer assisted instruction is viewed as a potentially powerful
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The program is loaded at program address 0000. Run the program
from program address 0000.
2. Tape unit
The course tape is loaded on the CDC I63, which is set to unit 1
and coded parity.
3. Typewriter
Check power on, disconnect switch to AUTO, and the control switch
to COMPUTER. Set the first tab stop 10 spaces in from the left mar-
gin.
At the start, the computer will request the administrative infor-
mation described in Appendix II. When the instructor mode is indicated,
the computer drives the typewriter to the first tab and types a colon.
A carriage return at this juncture indicates that a label or special
author function is to follow. If a carriage return is not hit, the
computer expects a legal pseudo operation code to follow.
Two double character codes are accepted. A double period sig-
nifies an end of block. A double comma in the instructor mode orders
the computer to erase the present line. A restart occurs where the
line began before the erase call. In the student mode, the erase code




OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE WRITING OF A COURSE
The complete list of pseudo operation codes is shown in Table 2.
Rules of format are as follows:
a. Labels and the op- codes FINIS, STUD and PROF are always
written at the left hand margin.
b. All other operation codes are written at the first tab
as indicated automatically by the computer.
c. Second and successive lines of an argument may start
anywhere and there is no limit set on the length.
d. The termination of labels and the arguments of the pseudo
operation codes is signaled by the end of block (EOB) code. The com-
puter will respond with a carriage return.
Rules of procedure are as follows:
a. A reading assignment must be followed by another reading
assignment or by a question.
b. A question must be followed by a correct answer (ca), a
comment (ty), or a branch (br).
c. A label or the argument of a branch must be ten characters,
or less, in length. If more than ten characters are written, the com-
puter will accept only the first ten.
d. The operation codes ' ca and cb are part of a set as
are wa ' and wb". This allows the instructor to initiate the same
comment (ty) or branch for a number of student responses.
19

e. Comments for unanticipated student responses (un) are
listed at the end of a course block -- just before a new label -- but
may be followed by a branch.
The instructor is then free to use the operation codes as he pleases;
however, there are two features of the student mode which the instructor
will have to keep in mind. When a ca or cb operation code is suc-
cessfully executed, the program will proceed to the next rd or qu
,
after typing any ty arguments associated with the ca - cb group.
This action may be modified by the use of a branch. When a wa
,
wb
or un operation code is successfully executed, the computer will wait
for another student response to the present question after typing any
ty arguments. In other words, the program loops back to the ca
following the present question. Again a branch will modify this pro-
cedure and if a branch is not supplied after the last un argument,
further unanticipated responses will cause a loop condition until a
correct answer is finally given.
A sample course as actually entered into the computer is shown in
Figure k.
The computer will output comments to the operator at certain times.
These messages are listed in Table 3. Unfortunately, the computer can-
not anticipate the instructor's intentions and some course error
messages will appear only in the student mode; therefore, it is recom-







Op code Argument description
rd A reading assignment, textual material or general comment.
qu A question to be presented to the student.
ca The best correct answer of a set of correct answers. This
could be the only member of the set.
cb Secondary correct answers of the same set.
wa The first wrong answer of a set of wrong answers. This
could be the only member of the set.
wb Secondary wrong answers of the same set.
ty A comment to be presented if the student responded with
an argument of a ca, cb, cb . . . . set or a wa, wb, wb.....
set.
un A comment to be presented if the student response does
not match any of the supplied answers,




FINIS This code signals the completion of the segment of the
course the instructor wishes to write at one sitting.
STUD This code will switch the instructor into the student
mode
.
PROF This code will switch the instructor back into his own




GO TO XXXX The XXXX is a four digit label identifier obtained from
the course index. This statement is used by a student
when he desires to go to a different course area.
HELP When typed instead of a normal response, the computer
gives the correct answer to the current question.
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TYPE S FOR STUDENT OR P POR PROP.
P




Read Section U.l of the course text "Modern Algebra."
:qu Solve the following equations for x:
x + y « 2











:ty You have solved for y. Try again* • •




:qu To solve for x. it is necessary to reduce the two
equations in two unknowns to one equation in x. The simplest way to
perform this operation is by adding the two equations. Now. what is
the value for x?..
:cx






:un The correct answer is:
x + y 2








:qu (more course would be added here) WE will insert
some random material. ••
:ca 5*+6»«
;
:ty You are correct. ••
:ty This exercise is continued on the next page. ••
Figure h. A sample course as entered into the computer. (Page 1 of 2)
2k

:un You have given an ansver which is not logical.
Try again, ••
:br third.,
stud,, (Here the author wishes to check his course )




Read Section 4,1 of the course text Modern Algebra,
Solve the following equations for x:




Check your typing and try again.
You have solved for y. Try again.





(more course would be added here) WE will insert,
some random material,
5*7..
You have given an answer which is not logical.
Try again,
prof,, (Here the author returns to writing his course)
YOUR LAST COURSE RECORD IS:
second 0002
qu (more course would be added here) WE will insert
some random material,
ca 5^6
ty You are correct,
ty This exercise is continued on the next page,




TYPE S FOR STUDENT OR P FOR PROF.




OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS FOR A STUDENT
At the start, the computer will request the student's name.
The student enters his name on the typewriter and types an EOB.
The computer will then generate the following message: TYPE k
DIGIT START NUMBER." This number (greater than 0000 ) refers to
the label identifier listed in the course index. After being in-
formed of the desired starting point, the computer will go there
and start the course of instruction.
Anytime the typewriter is positioned at the left hand margin
and the INPUT light is on, the computer is waiting for a response
from the student. In the case of a reading assignment, textual
material or general comment just preceding, the proper response is
an EOB code. In all other cases the student should type his answer
followed by an EOB code.
Several special codes may be used instead of a normal response.
HELP will signal the computer to produce the correct answer to the
question. After the correct answer has been typed out the computer
will wait for the student to type back the answer exactly as it was
given. If the student desires to skip or return to a given course
area he types GO TO XXXX . XXXX is the same number described in
the first paragraph. The code word STOP will terminate instruction
All special codes must be followed by an EOB.
If the student makes a typing error, a carriage return will
signal a erase code.





All information processing is performed in BCD code. All char-
acters are handled in packed form two BCD characters per computer
word.
Course information is recorded on magnetic tape in 100 BCD
character record lengths. A typewriter line comprises one record.
The line is transferred to tape when a carriage return key is hit.
A course block is considered to be that section of course mat-
erial between labels but including the identifying label. An
end-of-file mark is written on the tape just before a new label.
Course material is read into the computer memory by course blocks.
The present program length restricts course block lengths to a max-
imum of k-2 typewriter lines.
Only 5^ of the 6k possible octal codes are utilized for char-
acter representation. Six of the remaining codes were used to
identify special course and typewriter functions as follows:
Tab 51 Carriage Return 55
Backspace 56 Upper Case 16
Lower Case 76 End of Block 36
The computer ignores spaces in the arguments of the codes
M It li . II II ll , •• , II , , , , f
ca , cb , wa , and wb and in the student s response.
In the instructor mode, the software generates a symbol table
to store information regarding labels and the branch arguments. Each
entry in the symbol table occupies six computer words and its bit
structure is depicted in Figure 5. This symbol table is located at
the end of a course tape. It is read in when the instructor mode
27

is called and is dumped to tape when the instructor mode is terminated
by the label FINIS . Figure 6 depicts the magnetic tape layout.
The flow diagrams are shown in Figures 7, 8 and 9«
The computer listing is contained in Appendix V. Definitions
of significant symbolic addresses are given in Appendix VI and a














A 1 indicates the symbol is used as a label.
11 11
A 1 indicates the symbol is used as a branch.
Not used.
A three digit octal reference number assigned to
the symbol.
Symbol characters packed two per word.

































Figure T« System Flow Diagram - Mode Control,
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Figure 8. System Flow Diagram
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This listing was generated using the OSAS system which is a
two pass assembler written for use with the CDC 160 computer.
The CDC **05 card reader was used for symbolic input and the
CDC 1607 magnetic tape units were used for intermediate input/




DEFINITIONS OF SIGNIFICANT SYMBOLIC TERMS
Symbol Definition or description
OUTIND Index for the typewriter output buffer.
TYPBUF Temporary storage for the first word of each line.
LASENT Last word address of storage used by the course block
in the computer.
LANUM Last current reference number of the symbol table.
GOTO Temporary storage for the argument of the GOTO request.
EOBFLG A 1 indicates an EOB code has been encountered in the
conversion routine.
CASE A 1 flags upper case.
TEMLTR Temporary storage for the most recent input typewriter
character.
NAMBUF Index for student name buffer area.
NATCOL Variable index used in a symbol table search.
MATIND Indicates the last word address of the current symbol
table.
BUFCOL Start of course storage area.
BUFIND Index used for proceeding through course material.
OLD Start of routine that searches tape for the beginning of
the symbol table.
RST Read symbol table.
START Beginning of instructor input program.
CRA Routine to analyze the contents of the label field.

























Actual start of label field cracking.
Seeks match for entry in label field.
Entry point when no match has been found for the label
(branch).
Symbol table dump to tape routine.
Routine to analyze op code field.
Normal op code has been used.
Next line.
Branch op code was used.
Branch argument character limit.
Branch analysis routine.
Entry to student mode.
Re-entry to student mode once established therein.
Input student response.
Entry point for a ca/cb (wa/wb) successful execution.
Entry point for an unsuccessful ca/cb (wa/wb) execution.
Process UN argument.
Process BR argument. Also entered at BR + 13 for GOTO
statements
.
Special BCD to octal conversion for the number of words
in the label-branch symbol table. Entered with two BCD
numbers in TEMPO. Leaves OOXXo in A.
Checks tape status. If the tape unit is ready the con-















This is the generalized magnetic tape read/write routine.
When the routine senses a parity error, three reads or
writes will be attempted followed by an error halt.
Calling sequence: p PTA
p+1 JP1 TAPE
p+2 first word address
p+3 last word address + 1
p+4 address desired for
return. Status left in A
Converts 6-bit BCD to 6-bit type code. Input in TEMPO.
Output in A.
Converts input type code to BCD. Uses TYPIN as a sub-
routine. Recognizes the double codes .. and
,
, .
Input in TEMLTR. Output in TEMP2.
Packs two BCD characters into one computer word. Con-
tains an internal switch to determine if character should
go in upper or lower location. Input is right adjusted
BCD character in TEMP2. Output is stored indirectly as
determined by BUFIND which must be set before entry to
PACK.
Searches symbol table for a match to the symbol just
generated. The storage index for the new symbol is
BUFCOL. MATCOL is the variable index for the symbol
table and MATIND holds the last address of the symbol

















Input routine for the typewriter code. Stores charac-
ter in TEMLTR.
Octal- decimal conversion routine. Input in TEMPO.
Result by digits of descending order in TEMPI, TEMP3,
TEMP** and TEMP5.
Decimal to BCD conversion. Input in TEMP6. Output in
TEMP2.
Adds symbol table reference number to line containing
label or branch. Calls PACK and DECBCD. The input
digits are located in TEMPI, TEMP3, TEMPl+ and TEMP5.
The routine also adds a carriage return code at the
end of the line.
This is the generalized typewriter output routine. The
calling sequence is as follows:
p PTA
p+1 JP1 OUTTYP
p+2 first word address
p+3 last word address + 1
p+U normal return
Sets the buffer area to BCD blanks.
BCD decimal to octal conversion. First pair of BCD
















Executive control routine for the typewriter output.
Calls BCDTYP for conversion and establishes an output
buffer via the index OUTIND. The input buffer is index-
ed by BUFIND. This routine also sets up the first and
last word addresses for OUTTYP.
Outputs tab and lower case shift to the typewriter.
This routine compares the student response to the author
supplied answers character by character. Spaces are ig-
nored. The routine stops when an EOB code is encounter-
ed. Contents of A are non-zero when a match has been
made
.
This routine sets up OUTTYP for a course error message.
This routine steps the index TYPBUF by increments of
50 the number of storage words required to hold
100 packed characters. It also sets the initial
value of BUFIND.
All symbolic codes with this prefix refer to the tape
unit.
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